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Introduction 

Objective: Address growth feasibility for the GirlGov 
program & increase board awareness of potential 
requirements and costs.
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Organizational Strategy
An effort to improve the “fit” between an organization 
and its external environment.
● Growth
● Retrenchment
● Stabilizing
● Collaboration

➔ Sequenced goal-directed actions in 
response to emerging threats or 
opportunities--holding policies, 
programs, and actions in a sustained 
way over a long period of time.
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GirlGov Motivations for Growth
Potential Positives
● Advances mission
● Achieves efficiencies in 

programming
● Spreads benefits to 

underserved populations
● Adds or creates public value
● Generates resources to 

advance mission

Potential Negatives
● Distracts staff from other 

organizational concerns
● Carries uncertainties about 

funding streams
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Growth Strategies 

1. Market Penetration
2. Market Development
3. Product Development
4. Diversification

➔ Strategy should be...
○ Mission Relevant, goal or vision 

oriented, conscious of barriers, 
comprised of integrated 
action

➔ Necessary to sustain strategy:
○ Resources
○ An action plan of key steps
○ A control & evaluation method
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Growth Matrix “Franchise” 

Concept: Thompson and Strickland, Strategic Management Concepts and 
Cases, Richard Irwin, Inc.

Ansoff Matrix

1. Market development (new 
markets, existing products): An 
established product in the 
marketplace can be tweaked or 
targeted to a different customer 
segment, as a strategy to earn 
more revenue for the firm. This is 
a good strategy of developing a 
new market for an existing 
product. Again, the market need 
not be new in itself; the point is 
that the market is new to the 
company.

Market 
Development

An established 
product targeted to 
a different customer 

or new market.

An organization's current 
product can be changed 
improved and marketed to the 
existing market.

The product can also be 
targeted to anther customer 
segment. Either way, both 
strategies can lead to additional 
earnings for the business.
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Franchise Feasibility
Product/Trade-name

WGF would own the right to the GirlGov trademark and sell or 
license the right to use that name or trademark to other 
organizations or start-ups.

1. Lack of control can damage the “GirlGov” brand
2. There’s a lack of GirlGov reputation across all markets 

(foundations, funders, organizations, states, and state 
governments), a main benefit to a franchisee, making this type 
of franchise unlikely 7



Franchise Feasibility
Business Format

Complex and involved relationship where the WGF would provide an 
organization or start-up with a range of services and support  with specific 

conformity rules laid out by the franchisor.

1. Could pose a significant strain on WGF
2. Must develop and sustain necessary resources of a “headquarters”
3. Would have to make significant organizational hiring/development

4. Expertise and contacts  in each marketplace may be necessary 
5. To be successful in the long-term, franchisee and WGF would have to have 

shared culture, values, and goals
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“Franchise-like” Growth 
Companies need to consider the advantages and disadvantages of franchising. These may include:

● control
● motivation
● alternative growth capital sources
● contingent liability
● equity dilution
● market penetration
● trademark enhancement
● collective buying power
● local management
● sources of capital
● program development, maintenance, and management costs
● independence and interdependence
● franchisee relations and franchise legal requirements .... among a host of other issues.

1. Your motivation
Actually, the first step in the franchise process is to 

determine your own motivation for growing with a 

franchise, and what elements are important to you. 

While there are certainly both good and bad franchise 

opportunities, it is also important that you find the 

franchise opportunity that best meets your immediate 

and ongoing needs. Some franchise owners are more 

motivated by lifestyle and quality of life than economic 

gain; they would rather have a franchise with limited 

hours and fewer hassles. Others want to maximize 

income and build a fulltime financial empire. Still others 

are looking to supplement their incomes without leaving 

their current jobs. In the end, the best franchise is the 

one that’s right for you.

2. Franchise Concept
Gain a clear understanding of how the business 

concept works. Who are its customers? How does it 

attract them? What is the product line? How does it 

compare to its competition? Is it the operation itself 

designed from both the customer’s and the operator’s 

viewpoint? Is the operation efficient? Is the product line 

sufficiently appealing in good economic times and bad? 

How is profit generated?

3. Market/Demand
What is the demand for the franchise business? What is 

the size of the market? Is its growth dramatic, flat or 

declining? What changes are taking place in the 

industry? What changes are forecasted in the next 5-10 

years? Is the franchise concept well-positioned to 

benefit from social or industry trends? Is it positioned 

not only to meet the needs of today’s consumer, but 

tomorrow’s consumer as well? What is the demand in 

your intended geographical area? Who will be your 

competitors?

4. Background/History
How did the business start? Evolve? When was the 

company and concept founded? Was its original focus 

the same as it is today? How has it changed? Did it 

thrive through a variety of economic times? Has it built 

a strong reputation and a loyal customer base? Does 

management show a commitment and/or talent for fine-

tuning and improving the concept? For adapting to 

changes in the marketplace?

5. Company/Team
What is the company’s experience, both individually 

and collectively? Have they weathered different 

economic trends and situations? Can they adapt to 

trends? Are they stable, and committed to growth? Do 

they have resources that you will continue to benefit 

from? Who will provide your support? Do you respect 

their knowledge? Are you comfortable working with 

them? Do you get the sense that they truly have your 

best interest in mind?

6. Start-up Benefits
What initial services and training does the company 

provide? Do they help you find or select a location? Do 

they provide thorough training, both in the classroom 

and in the field? Do they provide design assistance, 

blueprints, equipment sourcing, etc. Getting up and 

running can be stressful. A good franchisor will provide 

strong assistance in this area, and have a well 

organized, well articulated start-up program.

7. Ongoing Benefits
What ongoing benefit does the franchise program 

provide? Are there proprietary products or processes 

you will continue to benefit from? How extensive is the 

field support? Will you get visits from company 

representatives at your location? How often? Will they 

provide refresher or ongoing training programs for you 

and your staff?  What marketing programs and 

assistance will you receive? Will you benefit from their 

buying programs and vendor relationships? In addition 

to use of the brand name, your “royalties”should be 

considered a fee for ongoing services. A good 

franchisor provides value that exceeds the cost of the 

royalties and benefits that outweigh your loss of 

autonomy.

8. Qualifications
How does the company describe their profile 

franchisee? Are you a match? Do you have the 

experience and/or the professional skills they say are 

necessary? Do you meet or exceed their stated 

financial requirements? Are you looking to locate in an 

area that is logical for the expansion of their brand? It is 

important that you are realistic about your ability to 

finance and support your chosen franchise, even if you 

get off to a slow start.

9. Selection Process
What are the steps you must follow to become a 

franchise owner? The franchise selection process 

should not be sales pitch, but rather a series of 

informational exchanges that help both sides determine 

whether the franchise is a good fit for you, and vice 

versa. It is important for you to know the process and 

the steps involved in the franchisors system so that you 

know where you are, and where you are going, at all 

times.

10. Reputation
What do their franchisees have to say about the 

company? Current franchise owners are a primary 

source of good information. What do their vendors say 

about them? How enthusiastic and loyal is their 

customer base? Have they been able to build and 

sustain a strong brand reputation on both the corporate 

and consumer levels? Be sure this is a company that 

you’ll be proud to be associated with.

Condition 1: Organizational Support and Capacity
Condition 2:  A “Franchisable” Product 
Condition 3: Favorable Growth & Market Conditions

Conditions for Success
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Potential Product Forms-Scenario 1

“Gov in a Box” (One-time Advocacy & Leadership Curriculum)

Included: Weekly curriculum online or in-print, teaching notes, sample trip 
agenda, and information on state environment for potential funding and 
relationships (legislature or state’s foundations, etc.)

Recommended: Do not grant naming rights because there is little to no 
control over the buying organizations 

Notes: Least Invasive but still requires development and may not align with 
mission
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Program Cost Estimate:
 $12,092 + $360/buyer

GirlGov In A Box
➔ One-time advocacy and leadership curriculum

◆ 4-prep sessions, teaching notes, sample trip agendas, assessment 
tools

➔ Least intensive scenario, and involves materials WGF already has
➔ Still requires development of a structured and market-ready curriculum
➔ If this product was sold for $500, about 87 buyers would be needed to 

operate on a break-even basis



Potential Product Forms-Scenario 2

“GirlGov in a Box” (Girl Advocacy & Leadership Program)
Included: Weekly curriculum online or in-print, teaching notes, sample trip 
agenda, access to online portal to meet other GirlGovers, and certification of 
completion. For an annual fee, curriculum updates and new yearly theme.

Audience:  Existing organizations with approved missions

Notes: May grant naming rights if there’s control over the buying organization 
(must support equality), but name recognition may not benefit out-of-state 
organizations. Would require staff time, information system, and monitoring
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Program Cost Estimate: 
$91,195+$3,680/buyer

GirlGov Program
➔ An on-going program that organizations would ideally participate in (and pay for) year 

after year
◆ Monthly online curriculum, expanded teaching notes, case study examples, 

workbooks, trip & funding guidance, and leadership circle & alumnae materials
➔ WGF may grant naming rights of “GirlGov” to the participating organizations
➔ Involves more staff time per buyer, and larger ongoing costs per participant and 

therefore would have to have a higher price
➔ If the program cost $8,000/year for buyers, the WGF would have to sell twenty-two 

memberships to breakeven in year 1
➔ If the cost was lower at $4,000, the WGF would need to have 285 buyers.



Potential Product Forms-Scenario 3

“GirlGov” Premier Leadership Program
Included: Weekly online curriculum, teaching notes, invitation (for fee) to annual Washington, D.C. trip, 
access to online portal to meet other GirlGovers, certification of completion, alumnae tracking system, 
alumnae programs and networking events. GirlGov National may assist/guide organizational 
procedures and a business plan. GirlGov national will also provide online and printed marketing 
materials to assist with fundraising and awareness. Franchise or affiliate locations will benefit from 
having a specified territory and another GirlGov program will not be sold within that territory.

Audience:  established nonprofits, interested individuals, or start-up nonprofits (Capacity to adminster 
the program is required.

Notes: Would require significant staff time, information systems, and monitoring. Would require 
development of D.C. relationships and significant hiring and staffing. Perhaps a D.C. office would be 
developed as a “headquarters”. May be limited to  50 (each state) buyers/offices. Each buyer would pay 
a significant annual fee and could also benefit from website hosting for an additional fee.
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Program Cost Estimate: 
$366,500+$15,168/buyer

GirlGov Inc.
➔ A premier national leadership program

◆ 13-part curriculum, annual trip to Washington D.C. for girl 
participants, marketing materials, training conference for chapters, 
GirlGov Alumnae program

➔ Headquarters to support (ideally) highly functioning chapters
➔ If the chapter membership was sold for $20,000, the WGF would have to 

form 76 chapters to break-even.
➔ If 50 chapters were ideal, the price would have to be set at $22,498 to 

break-even



Online Survey & Survey Results
➔ Methodology 

◆ Qualtrics
◆ Anonymous Survey Link to Women Foundation Distribution List by 

Heather Arnet on April 9th, 2015
● 14 respondents 

➔ Key Findings
1) Girls are included in most of the organizations mission statements

2) Six organizations participate or run a girls as grantmakers program

3) Eight organizations are interested in a political advocacy program for girls

4) Four organizations felt that an annual program could be worth $1000-$3000. 
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Conclusion 
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➔ Based on potential earnings summary, cost 
for each scenario could outweigh potential 
earnings

➔ If intention is to build financial stability, do 
not recommend going forward with growth 
on that desire alone



Market Conditions
Assessment

Currently, WGF may be a number 3 
or 7 and should invest in program and 
administrative capacity or use a 
collaboration strategy.

At this point in time, or after adding 
more capacity to the organization, 
WGF and WGF’s board can use this 
chart to make decision on Growth 
Strategy.

Competitive Strategies Matrix By: Alison and Kay, Strategic 
Planning for Nonprofit Organizations, 2nd edition, Wiley, 2005. 15



Thank you
➔ QUestions? 
➔ See Appendix for more information 
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Assumptions 
1. It’s assumed that Growth is part of WGF’s organizational strategy 
2. It’s assumed that Market Development is the best way to describe 

“Franchise-like” growth
3. It’s assumed that Market Penetration is the best way to define 

state-level expansion
4. It’s assumed that internal staff will or would complete many 

scenario requirements including building a business plan, 
marketing plan, and polished materials. This may not be feasible 
depending on other organizational needs.

5. It’s assumed that those women’s organizations that did not 
respond to the survey are not interested in the program
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The remaining slides may be a resource for 
WGF for future growth considerations. 
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Organizational Support & Capacity Checklist

_ Growth strategy is consistent with organizational strategy and mission
_ Leadership and staff have the motivation, experience, and resources 
to support growth
_ The organization has the time, resources, and financials to develop and 
implement a full business plan

Condition 1: Organizational Support and Capacity
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Product Requirement Checklist 

_ Clearly defined and replicable product 
_ Product quality compares or exceeds competition
_ Generates profit, value added, or other benefit to host organization or 
buyer

Product
1. A clear understanding of product  (does this mean among staff or among 

customers?) probably both so be clear on this.
2. Market conditions favor entry or growth
3. A loyal customer base and strong reputation (does this mean among staff 

or among customers?) probably both so be clear on this.
4.
5. Provides initial service, assistance, and training
6. Provides ongoing benefits

Who are its customers? 

How does it attract them? 

What is the product line exactly? 

How does it compare to its competition?

 Is it the operation itself designed from 
both the customer’s and the operator’s 
viewpoint?

 Is the operation efficient?

 Is the product line sufficiently appealing in 
good economic times and bad?

 How is profit generated?

Condition 2:  A “Franchisable” Product 
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Favorable Growth Checklist 
Companies need to consider the advantages and disadvantages of franchising. These may include:

● control
● motivation
● alternative growth capital sources
● contingent liability
● equity dilution
● market penetration
● trademark enhancement
● collective buying power
● local management
● sources of capital
● program development, maintenance, and management costs
● independence and interdependence
● franchisee relations and franchise legal requirements .... among a host of other issues.

1. Your motivation
Actually, the first step in the franchise process is to 

determine your own motivation for growing with a 

franchise, and what elements are important to you. 

While there are certainly both good and bad franchise 

opportunities, it is also important that you find the 

franchise opportunity that best meets your immediate 

and ongoing needs. Some franchise owners are more 

motivated by lifestyle and quality of life than economic 

gain; they would rather have a franchise with limited 

hours and fewer hassles. Others want to maximize 

income and build a fulltime financial empire. Still others 

are looking to supplement their incomes without leaving 

their current jobs. In the end, the best franchise is the 

one that’s right for you.

2. Franchise Concept
Gain a clear understanding of how the business 

concept works. Who are its customers? How does it 

attract them? What is the product line? How does it 

compare to its competition? Is it the operation itself 

designed from both the customer’s and the operator’s 

viewpoint? Is the operation efficient? Is the product line 

sufficiently appealing in good economic times and bad? 

How is profit generated?

3. Market/Demand
What is the demand for the franchise business? What is 

the size of the market? Is its growth dramatic, flat or 

declining? What changes are taking place in the 

industry? What changes are forecasted in the next 5-10 

years? Is the franchise concept well-positioned to 

benefit from social or industry trends? Is it positioned 

not only to meet the needs of today’s consumer, but 

tomorrow’s consumer as well? What is the demand in 

your intended geographical area? Who will be your 

competitors?

4. Background/History
How did the business start? Evolve? When was the 

company and concept founded? Was its original focus 

the same as it is today? How has it changed? Did it 

thrive through a variety of economic times? Has it built 

a strong reputation and a loyal customer base? Does 

management show a commitment and/or talent for fine-

tuning and improving the concept? For adapting to 

changes in the marketplace?

5. Company/Team
What is the company’s experience, both individually 

and collectively? Have they weathered different 

economic trends and situations? Can they adapt to 

trends? Are they stable, and committed to growth? Do 

they have resources that you will continue to benefit 

from? Who will provide your support? Do you respect 

their knowledge? Are you comfortable working with 

them? Do you get the sense that they truly have your 

best interest in mind?

6. Start-up Benefits
What initial services and training does the company 

provide? Do they help you find or select a location? Do 

they provide thorough training, both in the classroom 

and in the field? Do they provide design assistance, 

blueprints, equipment sourcing, etc. Getting up and 

running can be stressful. A good franchisor will provide 

strong assistance in this area, and have a well 

organized, well articulated start-up program.

7. Ongoing Benefits
What ongoing benefit does the franchise program 

provide? Are there proprietary products or processes 

you will continue to benefit from? How extensive is the 

field support? Will you get visits from company 

representatives at your location? How often? Will they 

provide refresher or ongoing training programs for you 

and your staff?  What marketing programs and 

assistance will you receive? Will you benefit from their 

buying programs and vendor relationships? In addition 

to use of the brand name, your “royalties”should be 

considered a fee for ongoing services. A good 

franchisor provides value that exceeds the cost of the 

royalties and benefits that outweigh your loss of 

autonomy.

8. Qualifications
How does the company describe their profile 

franchisee? Are you a match? Do you have the 

experience and/or the professional skills they say are 

necessary? Do you meet or exceed their stated 

financial requirements? Are you looking to locate in an 

area that is logical for the expansion of their brand? It is 

important that you are realistic about your ability to 

finance and support your chosen franchise, even if you 

get off to a slow start.

9. Selection Process
What are the steps you must follow to become a 

franchise owner? The franchise selection process 

should not be sales pitch, but rather a series of 

informational exchanges that help both sides determine 

whether the franchise is a good fit for you, and vice 

versa. It is important for you to know the process and 

the steps involved in the franchisors system so that you 

know where you are, and where you are going, at all 

times.

10. Reputation
What do their franchisees have to say about the 

company? Current franchise owners are a primary 

source of good information. What do their vendors say 

about them? How enthusiastic and loyal is their 

customer base? Have they been able to build and 

sustain a strong brand reputation on both the corporate 

and consumer levels? Be sure this is a company that 

you’ll be proud to be associated with.

Condition 3: Favorable Growth & Market Conditions

_There’s a Demand for the Product
_There’s favorable Market Conditions 
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Program Strategies

Directly from Source: 
http://www.nationalcne.org/index.
cfm?fuseaction=feature.
display&feature_id=134
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Demand Considerations
1. Negative Demand

Example: the program could be useful for organizations such 
as The League of Women Voters, but it’s unwanted.

2. No Demand

Note: Could be unrealized or realized

3. Unrealized (latent) Demand

Recommended: find out features of the program people might 
be looking for later on, and market them so the customer 
wants them sooner

4. Declining Demand

Example: Technological, social, or political climate makes a 
program and product like GirlGov less appealing

5. Irregular Demand

Example: Interest in a product or program like GirlGov changes due to 
change public opinion, new laws or regulations the public likes or dislikes, 
or perhaps need or political interest of the potential buyers

6. Full Demand (Ideal)

Demand is meeting the supply potential of WGF. Customers are satisfied 
and other people want to buy from WGF, too!

7. Overfull Demand 

Interest in the product is abundant and demand exceeds supply. 

Example: If marketing continued (or the product was simply available online), 
but WGF is unable to supply products

Limitations: Could potentially happen due to lack of staff or organizational 
capacity, market saturation (already sold the program in that area), conflict 
of interest, or promises to other buyers
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Ways to Evaluate Programs

Direct text from: http://www.nationalcne.org/index.cfm?fuseaction=feature.
display&feature_id=134 24



Market Assessment Tool 

Direct Source: http://www.nonprofitimpact.com/cms/wp-content/uploads/2009/12/articles-
booklets/StrategicPositioningbookletNI.pdf
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Implementation/Planning Checklist

A planning document should have the following:

➔ Clear statement of goals and how they will be achieved
➔ Reasoning behind goals
➔ Clearly defined objectives at all levels and for each period of the plan
➔ Definition of key tasks to achieve all objectives and of the outcomes this work will produce 
➔ Descriptions of allocations of resources to each task
➔ Clear allocation of individuals responsible for each set of tasks
➔ Identification of risks
➔ Measures and milestones
➔ Budgets 

With the plan or as a second document: 

➔ A planned and structured monitoring and review process where progress is assessed against 
objectives
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Growth Strategies 

1. Market Penetration
2. Market Development
3. Product Development
4. Diversification

➔ Strategy should be...
○ Mission Relevant, goal or vision 

oriented, conscious of barriers, 
comprised of integrated 
action

➔ Necessary to sustain strategy:
○ Resources
○ An action plan of key steps
○ A control & evaluation method
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Growth Matrix “State-Wide Expansion”

Concept: Thompson and Strickland, Strategic Management Concepts and 
Cases, Richard Irwin, Inc.

Market Penetration

Penetrate more deeply 
into an existing 

customer base by 
taking part or all of a 
competitor’s market 

share, finding new 
customers, or getting 

more customers to use 
more of your products.
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Market Penetration Strategies
Conditions Needed for Success:
● Current markets not saturated
● Latent (unmet) Demand
● Other providers not increasing market share
● Excess organizational capacity 

Focus on: Core competencies, synergies and strategic fit, sustainability, and quality control 
and “branding” 29



Survey Results- Mission/programming related to Girls 
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Survey Results- Interest in programming for girls 
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8. Would your organization 
consider conducting direct 
programming for girls on 
advocacy & political 
engagement?

“Yes” 2 responses, 15%
“Maybe” 8 responses, 62%
“No” 2 responses, 15%
Currently has a program 1 
response, 8%



Survey Results- Supporting curriculum 
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Other Resources
1. Professor Kevin Kearns, Lecture. Strategic Management. Lecture Module #6 Growth
2. Growth Matrix Chart: Thompson and Strickland, Strategic Management Concepts and Cases, Richard Irwin, Inc.
3. Implementation checklist: http://www.nationalcne.org/index.cfm?fuseaction=feature.display&feature_id=134
4. Information on Marketing: http://sobel-cpa.com/sites/default/files/whitepaper%20Marketing.pdf
5. http://www.nber.org/papers/w14214.pdf
6. http://thompsonhall.com/social-franchising-franchise-a-501c3-nonprofit-organization/
7. http://asq.sagepub.com/content/51/3/337.short
8. http://www.msaworldwide.com/franchising-resources/articles/developing_a_proper_franchise_program
9. http://knowledgeportal.pakteachers.org/sites/knowledgeportal.pakteachers.org/files/resources/Educational%20Strategies%20in%20Curriculum%

20Development.pdf
10. http://www.4lenses.org/setypology/fmx
11. http://www.venable.com/could-your-nonprofits-chapters-be-considered-franchises-under-state-law-08-04-2011/
12. http://community-wealth.org/content/streams-hope-social-franchising-new-path-wealth-nonprofits
13. http://www.franchisetimes.com/February-2014/Common-Good/
14. http://www.ssireview.org/articles/entry/going_to_scale/
15. http://www.fastcasual.com/articles/teriyaki-madness-inks-franchise-deal-with-not-for-profit-organization/
16. http://www.leydiglaw.com/userfiles/file/aba%20forum%20girl%20scouts-nonprofit%20article%20(rev.%202-27-2011).pdf
17. http://blog.frannet.com/uncategorized/franchising-boosts-non-profit-cash-crunch.html
18. http://www.leydiglaw.com/userfiles/file/aba%20forum%20girl%20scouts-nonprofit%20article%20(rev.%202-27-2011).pdf
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